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Mills-Lindsay win close presidential race
by Ed Mann
Staff Writer
In a close four-party race, Jeff Mills
was elected president of student
government, and John Lindsay vice
president when they received 872 votes
of the 2,372 votes cast by students.
Michelle McLain and Dwight
Wiciger came in second place with 689
votes, followed by write-in candidates
Reza Kashkooli and Teresa Bridges
with 488 votes and Phil Pancoast and
Tom Blodgett with 323 votes.
the election turnout this year was
substantially higher than last year:
2,372 votes were cast compared to
2,000 last year.
"We were pretty confident we would
win," said Mills, "but it's pretty scary
when it's so close." Mills said he and
Lindsay plan to begin work on their
•
President-elect Jeff Mills (RI and 'ice president-elect John lindsas
platform immediately.
IL) pose for
a victor) smile after winning the student goyernment election vesterday.
Lindsay said, "I feel great. I was
MillS
and Lindsav captured 37 percent of the sole in a close race . I Pike photo)
worried there for awhile, but I was
confident we would win.
I was
In other election results, the issue
become included in the student
surprised Reza Kashkooli did so well as whether the Executive Budgetary
government constitution.
a write-in candidate. He did a great Committee would survive as part of the
Julie Hopkins was elected student
job." Lindsay said he plans on talking
budgetary process for student
senator for BCC. George Larsen was
with dormitory representatives of government was approved 1,001 votes
elected senator for Dunn Hall; Doug
student go,ernmeni today.
to 42I votes. This means that ECB will
Raymond. Gannett Hall: Stephen

Tompkins, Hancock Hall; Alvin
Chase, Hannibal-Oak; Janice Brooks,
Kennebec Hall; Harry Tucci, Somerset
Hall; and Cynthia Hoch, graduate
senator.
"I think our transition to office will
run pretty smoothly," Mills said.
"John will work with the Student
Senate and I'll concentrate on matters
with the administration."
Vice president elect Lindsay said,
"We'll start investigating matters with
the Mercer administration soon to get a
feel for the job. This will allow us to
carry out our promises in our platform
much faster."
The
Mills-Lindsay
platform
supports the creation of a student
activity pass that would allow students
to use the university swimming pool,
Alfond arena and the weight room at
the field house. Also, they said they
support a tennants' union to aid offcampus students. They said they will
have periodic visits to the dormitories
to listen to the concerns of residents.
The new administration said it
supports The Executive Budgetary
Committee in which both are currently
members

Jane Fonda 'flips' 1 Weather, maintenance
I for UMO swim coach plague Stodder ice
rink
by John Took
Staff Writer

•

In a climactic scene from the
motion picture On Golden Pond,
Jane Fonda makes a back
somersault from a float into the
water to prove to her father she
can be athletic. The flip was
made possible through the
assistance of a trained prolessional--the coach of the men's
swim team at UMO.
Alan Switzer worked with
Fonda several times during the
late summer of 1980 to prepare
the actress for the scene.
Switzer said he was hired to
help Fonda because he operates
a swim school near Squam Lake,
New Hampshire. where the
movie was filmed.
"She got the back flip down
pretty well," Switzer said.
"The dive itself in the film is not
as good as she is capable of
doing.'•
The swimming coach said the
stunt was difficult because of
windy and cold conditions and
the motion of the float.
Switzer said persons working
on the movie were concerned
because they didn't want the
dive to look too good. "Kather.
inc Hepburn told me.'1 pray it
isn't too good because it
wouldn't fit into the film as well
as it should':" he said.
He described Fonda as "intense and hard-working."

tor

by Sallie Vallely
Staff Writer

Alan Switzer(PICS photo)
Switzer said seyeral factors
may have influenced Fonda in
her decision to make the dive
instead of using a stunt person.
He said she likes to keep
physically fit and wanted to
learn to dive as well as having
her children learn (Switzer
taught her son to swim and her
daughter to dive).
Switzer said Fonda also likes
to do as much as she can in her
own films and was probably
aware that Katherine Hepburn
had done some diving stunts in
earlier films.
He said his family enjoyed the
experience of seeing the film
made and meeting Fonda, Hepburn. and Henry Fonda.

Bad weather and problems with
coordinating voluntary maintenance
crews have kept skaters off the Stodder
Complex ice rink.
" he two crews we have to maintain
the rink are student firefighters from
York Village and men from Kappa
Sigma fraternity (some of whom live in
Stodder Hall)," Barbara Smith,
Stodder Complex director, said.
"these students work on a voluntary
basis and with all the snow we've had
this winter it has been hard for the
students to keep up on the maintenance
of the rink."
Smith said because it has been
snowing an average of once a week,
snow falls on the rink before it can be
shovelled and re-iced.
Phil Leavitt, Stodder Hall resident
director, agreed with Smith. "It's
tough to get good ice because of the
snow. We were going to have a skating
party with another dormitory, but we

had to cancel it because the ice wasn't
adequate."
Leavitt said it is hard to get the
firefighters to re-ice the rink because of
their busy schedule.
Smith said since all the maintenance
people are volunteers and students, it is
not always possible to coordinate
preparation of the ice.
Smith said the idea for the ice rink
was studied by the Stodder Complex
council last fall. After a survey was
circulated to the residents of the
complex and returned favorable, plans
were made for the rink.
The plowing for the rink was done
by the University Grounds and Services
Dept. and the volunteer fire
department flooded the rink. The
estimated cost of the rink is 8500 to be
paid out of the Stodder Complex
council's funds.
"The rink has been open since the
beginning of the spring semester and is
open only to Stodder residents," Smith
said. "This is due to the fact that the
money comes out of the complex funds
and the rink is small."
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Senior Challenge hopes
for $40,000 in pledges
by Paul Tukei
Staff Writer
As of Tuesday the Eighty for the
80's Senior Challenge sponsored by
the Alumni Association has received
pledges totalling $7920 from 99
seniors.
Advisor for the fifth annual project
Mike Crowley said 400 cards have
been circulated among seniors asking
for pledges of $80 over a five-year
period beginning June. 1983. Seniors
who pledge S80 will pay $5 the first
year after graduation. then $10.515.
$20. and $30 for the succeeding four
years to fulfill their pledge.
Last year the Alumni Association
received $22.000 in pledges from
seniors, and this year Crowley said the
goal is $40.000.
Crowley said."The Alumni Association and the senior class are working
hand-in-hand on this project. We
work with the seniors while they are
still around because they are more

conscious of the needs of the
University than people who graduated
10 years ago or more."
Crowley said the Alumni Association will be going to B.C.C. for the
first time this year to solicit pledges
from seniors.
"There is a big
difference though.because the seniors
there are in two-year programs." he
said.
When alumni send in their checks to
fulfill their pledges they can either
specify which department they want
the money to go to or the Alumni
Association will determine which of its
projects to use the money on,Crowley
said.
"The four principle areas we donate
money to are student scholarships
faculty fellowships. Fogler library,
and the National Merit Scholarship
Fund.The said, adding the Alumni
Association also helps sponsor other
smaller projects and events like
Homecoming and all class reunions
throughout the year.
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CAMPUS
CRIER

LOST: 8 month calico cat
around Mill St. since Saturday.
Feb. 20. Wearing purple collar.
answers to Allison. Please call
Sue 866-3014.

RAFT GUIDES WANTED.
Unicorn Rafting Expeditions is
looking for summer help. On
campus March 8th. Call Career
Placement, Wingate Hall, 5812226.

Oronoka
has
live
entertainment downstairs Friday
and Saturday, 26,27, of Feb.
Will be different performer each
night starting at 9:30.

1971 Cranebrook Trailer, 12 X
65. 3 bedrooms.
Appliances
included. Located in Old Town
Park. Call 827-3532.

HELP WANTED: Student artist
for technical illustrating.
Involves 15-20 small cartoons for
a manual to be used by major
corporation. Pay negotiable.
Call 942-1416.

Wanted: 16mm projectionist
to show SEA movies. Apply at
SEA Office, Men orial Union.
Application deadline is Feb.
26th. For more info call 5817929.
Salaried position experience necessary.

I 2: 10 p.m. Mass. Newman
Center.
3:45 p.m. UMO Women's
Center. Everybody welcome.
Peabody Lounge, Union.
7p.m.
LSA Scholarship
Recognition Dinner. Speaker:
Prof. David C. Smith. Wells
Dining Hall.

8:15 p.m.
Maine Masque
Theatre. The Mikado. Hauck.
Admission.

Make easy money being your
own boss. $500 to a $1000 plus
more. Fringe benefits. Call 8667959 after 6:00 p.m.

* Police blotter *
by Richard Mulhern
Staff Writer
A Knox Hall resident reported the theft of a load of
laundry Tuesday from a dryer in
the basement laundrs room of
Knox Hall. The value of the
clothing was estimated at $240.
University police responded
to a fire alarm Monday at Oak
Hall. An investigation revealed
that the alarm had been set off
by a candle burning in a second
floor room. The university fire
department responded and reset the alarm.

Isko ic,,ton Hall residents
reported the theft of $55 from
their unlocked room over the
weekend.

ETEI
Little Sisters
of The Golden Heart

RUSH

Thursda, the 25th • 7:30 pm
Tuescla the 2nd • 7:30 pm
at : Sigma Phi Epsilon
( %cross from the Brann House
near 1Ifond ‘rena) lIttendanee is
‘er. important.
IfELFL,
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SENIOR CHALLENGE
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of two men con
"Onion Field"
Angeles police:
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EIGHTY FOR THE EIGHTIES

S
.

SS. $10. $15.

$20.. $30._ -„
.
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program ,Dr •',, Arvql.JAL ALUMNI FUND

WE'RE DOING
IT SENIORS!
840.000.

An Ellsworth Hall resident
reported the theft of a personal
check for S860 from his room
sometime over the weekend.
The check, placed in an envelope left in a desk drawer, was
made payable to the university.
Police responded to a fire
alarm at Oak Hall Tuesday. The
cause of the alarm was traced to
an obstructed incinerator.

Defense official
be identified wave
that the warship ,
show of force. A vi
not pack enough
that, they said.

COUNSELORS:
THE
ASSOCIATION
OF
INDEPENDENT CAMPS seeks
qualified counselors for 75
accredited
camps
located
Northeastern U.S. July and
August. Contact: Association of
Independent Camps, 157 West
57th Street, New York, N.Y.
10019,(212)582-3540

Classifieds: $1.20 15 words, 10C
each additional word per day.
Three days $3.00, five days
$5.00.

7p.m. The Orono chapter of
Amnesty International.
The
group is currently involved with
the case of Roger Nicolas, who is
imprisoned for political reasons
in Haiti. All are welcome to
attend. Coe Lounge, Union.

WASHINGTON
States is keeping a
with sophisticated
the coast of El Sal,
radio communic
sources said Toes

In the FO'C'SLE this
weekend: Friday Chris Kennedyguitar, Saturday Allison Higgins
and Bruce Thulin-guitar duo. 8
p.m. North and South Rooms
Memorial Union.

Looking for cabin/cottage.
Bar Harbor area. From March
14th-20th. Call Cindy at 8667049.
Thursday. Feb. 25, 1982

U.S. shi

88.000

our goal is $40,00C
Watch the tree over
the Union
entrance....
We're gonna
do it '82!

The 1982 graduating class has 58,000.00 in returned pledge
cards to
the Senior Challenge Program- an excellent beginning.
There is a
pledge card ready for every. 1982 UMO Senior at the Crossland
Alumni Ceruer .`itop ;r1!,, ey,Li,/,‘h ;our supportfor UMO
nextfive ii.. i' •
Sr UMO degree.

SUPPORT THROUGH
SENIOR CHALLENGE
CALL 581-7392
FOR INFORMATION
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U.S. ship spying on El Salvador
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United
States is keeping a destroyer equipped
with sophisticated electronic gear off
the coast of El Salvador to listen in on
radio communications. Pentagon
sources said Tuesday.
Defense officials who asked not to
be identified waved aside suggestions
that the warship was meant to be a
show of force. A single destroyer does
not pack enough combat power for
that, they said.
One source passed on a report that
said the destroyer was hailed by a
gunboat from an unspecified navy.
believed to be Nicaraguan. which
asked to send an officer aboard, but
he request was refused.

News Briefs
BRUSSELS. Belgium (AP) British Foreign Secretary Lord
Carrington reacted tersely Tuesday to a report that Secretary of
State Alexander Haig had called
him a "duplicitous bastard.•'
The Washington Post last
eek attributed that quote to
notes taken by a participant in
one of Haig's staff meetings in
October during discussion of
British policy toward Israel and
Arab countries.
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SOLEDAD, Calif.(AP)- One
of two men convicted of the 1963
"Onion Field" murder of a Los
Angeles policeman was released
from prison Tuesday as a
prosecutor fought to keep his
accomplice behind bars.
Jimmie Lee Smith walked out
of the Soledad State Prison at
dawn after spending almost 19
years behind bars since the March
9, 1963 slaying of Officer Ian
Campbell.

40,000
? over
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-
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82 '
+
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A Navy spokesman refused to
discuss any details of the destroyer
Deyo's operations, but he did say "At
no time did any ship from any foreign
navy try to stop' the 7.000-ton U.S.
vessel.
Although intelligence gathering
methods are closely guarded, it is
known that some destroyers of the
Spruance class are fitted with the most
advanced equipment for communications intelligence.
It could not be determined whose
radio traffic was being intercepted.
But the ship would be in a position to
overhear communications among
guerrilla units in El Salvador and
between those units and supporters in
neighboring Nicaragua.

+

+

NAIROBI. Kenya (AP)--Guerrillas trying to topple Ugandan
President Milton Obote launched an eight-hour mortar and
rocket attack Tuesday on a
military barracks in downtown
Kampala that spilled into surrounding residential areas.
Reports on deaths and injuries
ranged from three to 300.
SPE CANAVERAL. Fla.
(AP)--A replacement for a defective steering mechanism in
one of the Space Shuttle's rocket
boosters has "tested out wetland preparations continued on
schedule Tuesday for a tanking
test.
The steering unit, called a
rate gyro assembly, which provides steering guidance during
the shuttle ascent, failed last
Friday during a simulated countdown and liftoff.
It was
replaced during the weekend
and was tested Monday. said
Kennedy Space Center spokesman Mark Hess.

.sultaleal

WEittaii
BRAGG,souvADivAm
TROOPS.

Watt owes $4300
WASHINGTON (AP) - Interior
Secretary James G. Watt improperly
used government funds to throw two
Christmas receptions and must reimburse the government at least $4,300,
federal auditors have ruled.
The comptroller general of the
United States also said "questions
could he raised- about Watt's use of
an additional $4.500 from his official
reception fund to pay for the events.
How ever, the opinion said. "we will
not object" to use of those funds
because "agency heads have traditionalb b....en accorded to a great deal
of discretion" in their use.

Today's
Weather
(AP) -- Mostly sunny and
windy today, high 8 to 14.
Mostly clear tonight. loss zero to
10 below. Mostly sunny Friday.
high in the teens. Northwest
wind 10 to 20 mph, increasing to
20 to 30 mph Thursday.

"Pilot,,nens!You have to hold
onto them with two hands:'

• SENIOR*
SEMI-FORMAL
Featuring:

KATAHDIN

+ Friday March 5. 1982
•
9 - 1 Semi-Form/ Dress
+ Stodder Cafeterio
Couples: 5.00

Singles: '3.00
B.1..0.

Ticket); on 'sale
tionday 2nd floor / nion
Pahl of Senior Week March 1 - 5
4-:
Sponsored by 1982 Senior Council
++++++++++++411+4.4.4;•+++++++4

don't pt no respect!
I make a deposit this guy's making
0 withdrawal-including my Pilot pen:

its aims'onrnmoi how maga go tor my Not Fineinw Why,
fine point woes inrougn =tons Ma kmot charges only 79
,
tot ft People gel Phew hands on it and target its my
pen I got no pen Ana no mesa'
People go nuts over my Not Razor
Pont too 11 wiles win on Polio
fine line es metal collor helps
MK the pont horn going
SCIE,,Sn hor only 8.9,They
should buy tau Own per and show some respect tot
rriy OraPerth

point marker pens

People take too Pilot like ifs tea own
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Opinion
Changing ofthe guard
Yesterday's election for the student government
presidency marks the annual changing of the guard.
The new team, President-elect Jeff Mills and his
running mate Jon Lindsay will be taking over the
reins at next Tuesday's senate meeting.
Best of luck to both of them.
The positions they will be taking over are ones of
great responsibility. They will be the figureheads of
the student body, as well as being responsible for the
student government budget which is over one quarter
of a million dollars. They will be the voice of the
students when it comes to dealing with the
administration.
Above all, they will be held accountable for the
promises they have made and the programs they
planned during the election campaign.
The Mills-Lindsay ticket has promised to work
closely with the Off campus Board in their effort to
get the OCB Tenants Union off the ground. This will
be no easy task. In the past, the union has never bees
successful. Perhaps with the proper prodding from

the office of the student government president, it will
turn into a viable organization for off-campus
students.
Another issue stressed by the candidates was the
all-activity pass for students. This pass would allow
students to use the Alfond Arena, the Wallace Pool
and the weightrooms.
Both Mills and Lindsay have also promised to
travel to a different complex each week to hear what
students would like from student government. This
is an admirable plan which would make both the
president and vice-president more aware of the wants
and needs of students.
Whether these promises will be implemented
remains lobe seen. The campaign rhetoric is over;
now all that remains is following through with these
plans.
Hopefully, this next administration will more
faithfully execute their promises.
P E I
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Guest column
SEAN BR0DRICK
Reaganomics has me down
lately. Everywhere I look I see a
harsher. hungrier America. with
the rich making money hand
over fist at the expense of the
poor and the nation's economy.
Reagan has shown his administration's priorities with a $33
billion increase for defense
spending and a $27 billion
decrease for social programs in
198.3's proposed budget Reagan
has arranged tax laws so that
smart corporations won't have
to pay any taxes, and he has also
backed a new tax cut which
would give a family of four
making $100.000 a year a 25
percent tax decrease and a
family of four making $10,000 a
year a 16 percent tax increase.
Clearly there is something
wrong with the system. What is
happening is the corporations
and a few rich individuals are
making out like bandits, while
college students can't get loans
and the average worker really
feels the squeeze. I think it's
about time for new answers to
economic and political questions, and my answer is socialism.
Socialism is a word offensive
to many, no doubt because of
the had name Russian totalitarians and other despots have
given it. Dictators the world
over believe sometimes quite
rightly) that a regime can be
very brutal yet still be respectable if it has the word "Socialist" stuck in its name somevs here.
Real socialism has about as
much to do with Russia as
nutrition has to do with fast
food. True socialism would be if
a people democratically decide
to nationalize industries that
have no real competition.
Health, banking and energy
would be prime candidates in
America.
Ironically, one of the effects of
socialization will be to preserve
capitalism, at least the lower
levels. Oil companies and other
capital-rich
industries
have
been using their windfall profits
over the last few years to buy up
everything in sight, which is a
lot less risky financially than
exploring for oil or doing pure
research. By socializing the oil
giants and stopping their takeovers of smaller corporations,
we will preserve what's left of a
free market in America.
So the next time you are
watching TV and you hear the
oil and steel companies have
been granted new tax breaks
while your taxes continue to
rise. start thinking about socialism. The next time you get
rushed to the emergency room
and are told there's a $40 charge
Just for being there, really start
thinking about socialism.

Advertising Prods, non
Phillip Hodgkin,
Don i,nrcoli
Rotnn Robinson
Sorn Larson

Sean Brodna is a senior
journalism major from South
Berwick, Maine.
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Theater review

A worn-outshoe

RINA ELISHA ATTEMPTS TO
breathe new life into that vvornout shoe,
The Mikado, with a modern set and with
updated Victorian satire. Occasionally, in a
blur of primary colors, or a "just so"
delivery of a line, the show creaks to life,
Out for the most part it wallows in a mire of
tiresome tunes, facile humour, and an
infantile plot borrowed from the baldest of
the restoration comedies.
In her program notes Elisha insists that an artist — must be
prepared to take risks and venture into unexplored
territories." Of course, she fools no one. The .tfIliad, can
never be anything except the flimsiest of entertainment., an
insipid serving of escapism concocted to boom at the box
office. If done well, that would be enough. University of
Maine audiences clamor for that sort of thing. But this
production repeatedly comes up short.
The lights came down on an inventive set; .tv lized cut outs,
a wonderful footbridge, and a skyline burning with the neon
of Japanese name-makers that have become an integral part
of the American language. A Honda Civic roared onto the
stage, from which emerged nearly a dozen nearsighted
Japanese photographers. Pretty funny, and it drove home
the cultural/economic reality of the relationship between the
West and the Orient. then things began to drag.
With the possible exception of Michael Pierce. none of the
principals can act. Nothing more than competence is required

01 the cast; after all, the thing is pretty low-brow, but often
the readings were horribly wooden, and certainly there were a
great many muffed lines opening night or not.
Joseph Wiggett is the worst offender. It would have been
nice if he had even pretended he could act. The part of
Nanki-Poo called for a machismo with rock star posturing,
something along the lines of a Jagger. Wiggett just couldn't
fill the order.
Xenia Grabbe as Yum-Yum did nearly as badly, overacting
furiously when not swooning and primping for the audience.
She has a great spot, though, at the outset of the second act,
singing "The Sun Whose Rays Are All Ablaze" while riding
across the sky. cornball, yeah, but the song was nice, and
Grabbe, like the rest of the cast, has a beautiful voice. The
high point of the show.
The illusion was destroyed, however, by some too visible
cables. Perhaps nothing could be done, but it is nonetheless
illustrative of the lack of attention paid to the detail of that
kind. At one point Ko-Ko must supply a list of undesirables
to the chorus, but it is apparent, even from the back row, that
his "list" is just used computer paper.
Luke Hedger (he looked great in .Vfarat,Sade as a part
of the chorus) does the role of Pooh-Bah justice. Sufficiently
pompous and rotund, he speaks his lines with the proper
disdain.
As Peep-Bo, Heidi Foggy voice simply was not loud
enough, both when she spoke and when she sang.
Lynne Schuster-McGhee. although unremarkable, stirred a
little whenever handed a clever enough line.
Pierce (Ko-Ko) carried most of the show almost single
handedly. Alone in grasping the concept of comedy, he
fretted and whined, always stalking the stage, and getting
away with all but the most atrocious of lines. Ko-Ko is

nothing but a cliche, of
course, but no one tires of the
buffoon played well.
Jon Gates, only okay as the
Mikado, looked stunning in
that bright yellow warrior's
wardrobe. All the costuming
was first rate, down to the tictac-toe pattern emblazoned on
Pish- rush's pantaloons.
A
dash of class to a mediocre
production.
Another complaint: why
have a bunch of women come
out
roller
on
skates,
(undoubtedly to illustrate the
cultural revolution) if they
can't skate?
And how about this: the
stupid thing goes on for too
long. Almost two and a half
-hours (plus intermission, so
bring a lunch) of bikkurt
shakkuri and snickersnee.
Finally. Ludlow Hallman
should be credited for
directing the fine orchestra.
Fare such as Gilbert and
Sullivan has had its day long
ago. The Mikado belongs in
junior
high
school
productions, not here. There
isn't nearly enough substance,
so what is there must be
magnificent. This was not.
Jon Dumont
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Hail, Hail, Rock n'Roll
LAST FRIDAY NIGHT, CHUCK
Berry proved the power of rock n' roll.

photo by Kavous Zahedi

Vivid reality of war
HEARTS AND
Minds
as
a
documentary is one
of the best films you
will ever see of this
genre.
Although not entirely
objective in its presentation of
the Vietnam War, it still
succeeds as an extraordinary
work
about
national
consciousness and front row
coverage of a not-so-pleasant
event in our recent past.
Film clips of old war
movies, presidential pep-talks,
and rah-rahs at all-American
football
games
are
interspersed with aerial photos
of U.S. planes bombing and
napalming in Vietnamese
villages,
and
South
Vietnamese communist
sympathizers being publicly
executed.
A charge of taking things
out of context could be leveled
at the film, but it pales in
comparison to the validity of
the message the film seeks to
convey; All war is wrong, but
the American way perpetuates
war, demands it, and it
becomes a cultural thing. As

one Vietnam vet puts it during
the movie, "I was always
taught 'My country may not
always be right, but right or
wrong my country'."
Interviews with veterans for
whom the memory of the war
is the vivid reality of a missing
arm or leg, and then interviews
with a Vietnamese father
whose little child had been
killed in an air raid, or a
woman who has just lost her
sister in a bomb explosion,
raise the familiar questions in
the viewer's head, What were
we doing in Vietnam, and
Why do we have war?
'This is the film's purpose,
and its use of clips from live
news films of the era only
serve to put a reality on the
screen which is far more
frightening than any Sam
Pekinpah flick.
--Andrea Saunders

He proved that his brand of music and the simple appeal of
simple, unadorned songs delivered in his unique style can
make people forget their problems for a while and simply
enjoy themselves. After all, he's been doing it since 1955
That appeal worked once again in the UMO fieldhouse as
Berry gave the building its rock n' roll baptism. Rebecca Hall
and the Doctor opened the evening with a flashy display of
tight musicianship and equally tight leotards. Sammy Hall's
saxophone repeatedly drew cheers, as did Harry King's
keyboard antics.
This band has several members from Maine, and the crowd
warmed rapidly to it.
Some of the audience seemed unimpressed by Hall's
posturing and prancing, while the band's complex sound
came across as a bit muddy. Nonetheless, everyone was
primed and ready to hear Chuck Berry.
He suddenly appeared on the now-empty stage, followed
promptly by the drummer, bass player and Harry King from
Rebecca Hall's band. They got off to a slow start together,
hampered by a broken string on Berry's guitar on the very
first song.
It was frustratingly obvious that he had never played with
these sidemen before; one got the distinct impression that
they were rehearsing and putting on their show at the same
time.
But Chuck Berry's music won the night. His songs like
"Hail Hail Rock n' Roll," "Maybelline," "Nadine" and the
like are so well-known and so universal that within three or
four numbers, the power began flowing in earnest and the
crowd started jumping.
By the time he launched into "Reelin' and Rockin'," that's
exactly what most people were doing. They forgot the slow
start, forgot the seating and sound problems, forgot the
security patrols, and just roared for more music every time he
finished a song.
The crowd was a study in contrasts. A sociologist would
have had a field day analyzing all the varied types present, but
the explanation isn't complicated at all.
All those seemlingly-dissimilar people, from the balding
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overweight man bouncing On
the bleachers to the thirtyish
couple swaying to the beat, to
the young kids dancing madly
onstage (during the "Johnny
B. Goode" finale) were all
united, if only during an alltoo-brief concert by the
infectious good-time sound of
Chuck Berry.
Some people left during the
show, grumbling darkly about
poor seating, lousy sound, or
no visibility. They didn't even
seem to be hearing the music.
Too bad they let a few minor
problems ruin their evenings,
because there was certainly no
shortage of energy coming
from the stage.
There were a few problems
with a tangle of folding chairs
on the floor and a too-low
stage
hampered
which
visibility, but the SEA concert
committee says those will be
taken care of in the future.
Most importantly, last
Friday night's concert was a
success. Though the concert
committee didn't quite break
even, they did put together a
fine show with a true rock n'
roll great.
the fieldhouse
didn't get wrecked, so there
will be more concerts there to
come.

ominous Lounge

Limo's first Sational Student
Phonathon will he held riser four
weeks in
Nell. Complex
beginning April 4 with calling
taking place five nights a week.
Any I. MO-BCC recognized
organization. Fraternity and
Sorority or Residential Hall at
HMO-BCC is eligible.
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Specialists
in freedom
WE DANCED IN UNITY, EIGHTY
women and three men together, twisting,
jumping and stretching our minds and
bodies to feel the flow of human energy.
Aerobic dance is letting the reins loose and learning to sense
our own creative urge. Michael Naylor, Donna Brown and
John Varga have generated an enthusiasm at UMO that has
brought together people who want to breathe hard and move
with others to music.
What the group of some 80 people sees in its trio of
leaders is probably a mixture of uninhibited enthusiasm, joy,
and coordination, not necessarily in that order. That's what
Donna, Michael and John want them to see, and what the
three leaders want the whole group to share.
Donna's love for dance and people brought her together
with Michael and John and together they decided to spread
their enthusiasm. She writes "We the Movement Company
are a group of people who see the pain and lack of flow
between many human beings. Our main purpose is to share
you are human life force."
I couldn't help but feel the energy as I walked into the
"pit" in the Memorial Gym. Just looking at people moving
together, dancing to music, I was quickly enthused enough to
pull my trousers off and run onto the floor to join them all.
In long johns and a [-shirt, I was the only other male besides
John and Michael. Combining movements of every kind,
each of the leaders shared in creating spontaneous body
movements for the rest of us to mimic, if we wanted to.
We moved up the length of the basketball court and back
again, flowing with the beat of the music. Most everybody
was breathing hard and sweating but seemed to be having too
much fun to notice. We then formed four huge circles. First
one person created a movement, and the rest in each circle did
the same until the movement's creator passed the act
next person. We finished up the hour of dance stretching to
the soul searching song of wolves, recorded by Paul Winter
Band. Our final goodbye though, came when, after forming
one gigantic circle, we ran together holding hands and
whispered "goodbye," then ran backwards to reform the
circle and screamed in unison "goodbye!!!"

N

What brought these three
together? John says it was
"Not living out of fear." He
feels everyone of us has tasted
joyful,
moments
of
enthusiastic expression and
that too often the structure of
our society stifles that
expression. He likes leading
the aerobic dance class with
two others because when one
leads, the often egotistical or
intimidating "teacher figure"
can inhibit expression.
Michael doesn't want to be
seen as a teacher. He just
wants to share his enthusiasm
to dance with others.
He stresses the fundamental
connection with each other we
must all realize. "We work on
the feeling of separateness
•

•
•

photo by Jane Bernard
many of us have. We are all participants so they're able to
connected." He is sorry men ask themselves "Where's my
are not yet feeling free enough heart."
By taking the
to participate in these competitive aspect out of her
celebrations. He feels many dance classes. Donna feels she
men must strive to break can engender a newfound
through stifling barriers, feeling of sincerity in her
imposed by society and self, students.
before spiritual freedom can
John is "just short of being
become a reality. "We'd love an ordained minister."
to have men."
Michael is a graduate student
Donna stresses this theme as in education with a speciality
well.
"It's a matter of in physical education and
opening up the heart and communications.
Donna
making the connection with teaches dance and raises two
other human beings. We're children. The three specialists
not just bodies. Most men in freedom will be beginning
aren't into dancing because another class March 29 for
it's been labeled a 'feminine' seven weeks. As John sass,
thing." She explained her "When the three of us gel
philosophy of dance as one together, it flows."
which focuses on freeing
David H'alker

.
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WMEB Top Ten
I Mesopotamia
B-52's
It is questionable whether this album will be as successfulas
the group's earlier effort, but it is definitely danceable.
The
Davie Byrne influence is strong and it shows.
2)Dare
Haman League
This band is the hottest thing going in Britain right now
with its brand of danceable electronic pop. Some of
the
sounds produced by the group's six sythesizers are
remarkably like the real instruments they are imitating.
"Don't You Want Me" and "The Sound of the Crowd" are
two cuts to listen for.
3)Nick the Knife
Nick Lowe
This "trashy pop" album by the guy many call "the
grandaddy of power pop" is simple yet catchy and
imaginative at the same time. Lowe displays his great lyric
writing ability throughout. Don't miss "Let Me Kiss You"
and "Burnin' for Your Lose."
4)The Blue Mask
Lou Reed
This album is more eclectic than Reed has been in the past,
but it's a good "return to the guitar" rock and roll effort.
Some cuts like "Sweet Jane" from this are sure to become
classics.
5)Discipline
King Crimson
The list of artists on this album's jacket reads like a Who's
Who in the rock and roll world. The music reflects the
philosophies of Robert Fripp in tunes with titles like "Theta
Hun Ginjeet" and "Matte Kudasai"
6)Never Sat Never
Romeo.oid
This is San Francisco's hottest new dance band. This
album features a fuller sound than their well-received first
effort. "Never Say Never" and "Not Safe" are the best cuts.
70'on Stop Erotic Cabaret
Soft Cell

Silverstein's Niche

How
explain
Silverstein?

To those who have read
him, he is a genius in his own
right. He is a poet and an
artist, and the forerunner in a
literary genre he has created
for himself.
To
the
uninitiated,
Silverstein might seem a bit
strange at first glance. His
latest book, A Light in the
Attic, does little to dispel this
first impression. While the
book is written ostensibly for
children, it is filled with much

This is one of the few new-wave bands that is breaking into
the commercial scene. As the name implies. (hey do pornotunes like "tainted Love" and "Bedsitter"
8)1 Lore Rock n'Roll

TO
She!

Joan Jell

This album has been the break Jeff needed and is getting
airplay all over the country. It probably won't appeal to her
early fans but her AC—DC-like powerchord sound is making
songs like "Little Drummer Boy" and "Crimson and
Closer" into hits.
91Knock Out
Toots and the Maytalls
These reggae seterans have a sound that many bands have
tried unsuccessfully to imitate. This album is reggae with a
capital "R", good cuts being "Careless Ethiopians" and
"Beautiful Woman."
1011n a Roman Mood
Human Sexual Response
This band has made several appearances in the Portland
area recently with their unique sounds and weird lyrics.
Although their music is a bit bare and this album probably
won't be a commercial hit, their cut "Land of the Glass
Pinecones" is receiving a lot of play lately

humor which only a 20 yearold juvenile could understand.
The 130-odd poems and
matching illustrations are as
simple
as
they
are
uproariously funny.
The
subjects range from loneliness
in
one
poem
called
"Nobody," to the parody of a
old lullabye in "Rockabye."
The simple pen and ink
drawings that accompany the
poems are every bit as
enjoyable as the poems
themselves.
Silverstein has carved
himself out quite a little niche
in the reading world. Whether
it has been on the pages of
Playboy or in some of his
children's books (The Giving
Tree being my favorite),
Sils erstein
has
won
a
substantial cult following.
A few of my favorites in the
book are the two above
mentioned poems, as well as
"Never," an amusing review
of all the things in life we
never get to do. "I've never

dealt draw poker/1n a rowdy
lumber camp,/Or got up at the
count of nine/To beat the
worlds champ,,
,I've never had
my picture/On a six-cent
postage stamp." The coup de
grace in this poem is almost
standard when compared to
many of the other poems in
the book. "Sometimes I get so
depressed/'Bout
what 1
haven't done."
While other poems like this
might seem to be aimed at
children, adults can learn from
them and enjoy them as well.
Other notable pieces in the
book include the zany poem
"They've Put a Brassiere on
the Camel," the tender story
of "[he Little Boy and the
Old Man," and the lovable
children's
tale
of the
"Hammock."
In short, the book is an
enjoyable work for both
children
and
adults.
Silverstein's cult will stay with
him thanks to this work.
Paul Fillmore
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Graduate student loans threatened
to the editor:
As graduate students, we
are
concerned
about
legislation proposed by the
Reagan Administration which
will eliminate guaranteed
student loans for Graduate
Students. This proposal will
affect graduate students in the
midst of their programs as well
as any undergraduates who are
planning
on
attending
graduate school, medical
school, or law school.
A
majority of the graduate

Editorial 'terribly unprofessional'

students currently attending
UMO are financing their
education through guaranteed
student loans. Many of these
students may not be able to
complete their programs,
while graduating seniors may
not be able to begin graduate
study.
It is important that we voice
our concern now to our
representatives in Congress
before this legislation is acted
upon. The Graduate Student
Board is in the process of
coordinating an effort to voice
the concern of all students
affected by this proposal, but
we can't do it without the help
and concern of other students,

whose financial support is
directly
threatened
by
Reagan's neglect of higher
education. Act now to aid us
in this effort. Attend the GSB
Meeting Thurs., Feb. 25, at
the north Lown Room of the
Memorial Union at 6:30 p.m.
If you can't attend this
meeting,
contact
the
Committee
to
Oppose
Reagan's
Reduction
of
Graduate Student Loans, at
866-2382 or 866-2802, after
6:00p.m.

Jean Higgins, Vice-President
Lynn Stearney, Secretary
-No increase in student activity the faculty and
Graduate Student Board
professional
fee
staff
employees.
Concerning your editorial
They
written on Thursday, Feb. -Tax exemptions on text books (Charlie and Donnie) worked
with
I I th,
Professor
which
debased,
Any examination of the closely
To the editor:
degraded, and denounced the Mercer -Oakes administrat- Kenneth Hayes. president of
criticism or even questioned
AFUM,
and
Mercer administration and ion's accomplishments would
Sharon
the validity of his statements.
In
Hauck
Auditorium
Dendurent,
on
president of
Those who disagreed with him
their accomplishments; there clearly show that the majority
Wednesday night, February were passive,
UMPSA. The walk-OW, trips
were several problems with the of their platform was met.
aggressive or
10, I attended a lecture by Dr. totally
article.
apathetic, or both.
For example, kegs are still to hearings in Augusta, and
Wilson
Brian
Key.
author of
First of all, did the writer allowed in dorms, a 24 hour talking as well as writing
After
Dr.
Key's
three best-selling books and an presentation
ever meet with Charlie Mercer study center is available for letters to state senators and
, there was a
extremely intelligent and reception for
or Donnie Oakes in order to students, and students also representatives are only a few
him in Coe
distinguished man.
His Lounge. There I questioned
find out exactly what they had didn't have to pay an increase examples of their support for
lecture, on how we are him about
accomplished or been working in their activity fee this year. these groups.
the student
affected subconsciously by the reaction: Was
Being a student senator,
on? It's no wonder why the In addition, there is a new fullit typical of
media and how advertisers responses
I've had unique opportunities
writer finds it "difficult to time
elsewhere?
He
alcohol
awareness
manipulate us into buying replied that
recall just exactly what the counselor on hand for to view the workings of the
his lectures have
products, was interesting, never before
Mercer administration has students, and soda machines Mercer-Oakes administration
been walked out
informative, and witty; his on since
been doing the past year," are back in dining complexes. and I can't think of any way
he first began
knowledge of the subject was speaking
because he never attempted to Also, the institution of the this administration could have
nine years ago. Just
astounding.
worked
harder
for
the
students.
night
find out in the first place.
before coming to
Executive
Budgetary
I was shocked and disgusted Orono, in fact,
Mr. Mercer and Mr. Oakes are
Secondly, the article had Committee
he had spoken
has
greatly
at the immaturity and total to and fielded
few, if any, factual specifics.
questions from
increased the efficiency of two of the hardest working
disrespect
of
the
audience.
I an audience for over four
What were the "several things Student Government financial individuals I've ever seen.
am a senior at Bangor High, hours in
the Mercer administration affairs. In order to develop They are an excellent example
Augusta, Georgia.
but haven't witnessed such
could have worked on in their better relationships with of how hard work, initiative
I am embarrassed that such
gross behavior since ninth behavior simply
administration which could university administrators. and dedication to student
confirms the
grade assemblies. While Dr. sterotype of
benefit
have helped the student body Charlie and Donnie attended government can
us Mainers as
Key
showed
slides,
several
students,
faculty' and the
close-minded, backwoods
that elected them?"
These hi-weekly
meetings with
people left, some shouting at people who are
things were never mentioned.
unable to deal
President Silverman as well as university as a whole.
him, obviously unable to with ideas different
The editorial was not only
Also, the issues and proposals weekly meetings with
from our
Vicehandle
the
intellectual own. lam amazed that UMO
which comprised the Mercer- President Aceto. They also terribly unprofessional, it also
possibilities of his topic. A students pay to
Oakes platform (supposedly worked closely with Stewart showed tremendous literary
bring an
little later, as soon as the lights intelligent, thought-provoking
neglected), were ignored by Doty (Chairman of Council of incompetence on the part of
were turned on, students got speaker, only
This type of
the writer. The Mercer-Oakes Colleges) to procure better the writer.
to insult him
up and started walking out, with their crude
haphazard editorializing has
platform consisted of the student-faculty relations.
behavior.
totally
ignoring the man on Students chose to attend
following:
the
Finally, Charlie Mercer and no place in this university's
stage. It was obvious that lecture; if they
newspaper, or in any other
had a gripe
Donnie Oakes introduced bills
many
people
had
come
for
for
a
that
matter.
I
would hope
about it, there was a chance to
-No banning of kegs in dorms to the state legislature to get
quick thrill and now, once speak out. To
-No guns for police (police tax exemptions for students that it would be refrained
treat a speaker
some audience participation with such callowness
from
in
the
future.
wanted them)
is
concerning text books. Even
was required, had decided to junior high
behavior. Grow
-Police out of dorms
though this failed, they were
leave.
up.
-Alcohol awareness counselor still working for the welfare of
There was no consideration
-24 hour study center
the students.
for Dr. Key, who was
-Closer working relationship
The writer also was gravely
attempting to get some sort of
with university administration mistaken when he implied that
Christina Baker
Stan Meader
feedback from students. Not
-More laundry facilities
42 Grant Street
Charlie and Donnie neglected
Aroostook Hall
one person voiced any kind of
Bangor, Maine 04401
To the editor:

Audience behaved badly
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Sports
Playoff picture a Rubik's Cube of confusion
by Ernie Clark
Staff Writer
Tonight's ECAC-North basketball
matchup between the University of
Maine and the Golden Griffiths of
Canisius College in Buffalo may be a
game between clubs destined to face
each other again next Tuesday in the
first round of the conference playoffs.
Realistically, it is farcical to make
such a prediction in light of the mad
scrambling now taking place to either
make the playoffs, period, or secure
first-round byes which are accorded
the top two teams.
Seven teams are vying for the
playoffs. with Maine and UNH
struggling just to make the six-team
fray while Northeastern (7-1 in ECACNorth play), Canisius, BU and Niagra
(all 6-2 in the conference) battle for the
coveted byes.
Of the top four clubs, Northeastern
has the best chance to avoid a first
roundgame by beating Holy Cross(4-3
in ECAC-North)Saturday.
For the other three clubs, winning
remaining conference contests is
essential in gaining a bye, although
those who are not placed either first or
second Sunday by a four-man ECACNorth panel can console themselses in
the fact that they will most likely host
first-round games. Should Holy Cross

upset
Northeastern
Saturday
however, Rubik's Cube will seem like
simple clothing color coordination to
the panel who will have to make order
out of the conference jigsaw puzzle.
The preceding explanation of the
playoff picture should explain why
tonight's contest is as important to
Canisius as it is to Maine.
Last Monday, the Griffs alone were
atop the conference heap with a 5-0
mark, but have since lost two of three
conference games to fall to their
current position.
Losing two out of three may not
seem too bad to a Maine club which
ended a nine-game losing streak
Saturday by downing Colgate, but to
the 17-7 Canisius club, such a run is
not exactly what one might call gearing
up for the playoffs.
Coach Nick Macarchuk's club,
which lost its most important outing
Saturday to streaking Niagra, is led by
6-4 freshman Ray Hall. Hall is a
leading contender for the conference's
Rookie of the Year honors, ranking
fifth in the ECAC-North with a 17.1
PPG scoring average.
The Black Bears, meanwhile, know
that a win either tonight or Saturday at
Niagara will ensure them of the sixth
seed, although losses in both contests'
will not necessarily knock them out of
the scramble. Coming off two straight
'

ATTENTION

strong performances (Colgate and a
65-63 loss at BU), the Black Bears seem
ready to make a run in the playoffs,
provided, of course, they earn a spot.
Forward Clay Pickering continues to
lead the club in scoring (15.9 ppg), with
Jeff Cross, the conference's second-

leading rebounder at 8.8 boards per
game, ranking second with a 14.9
average. Sophomore guard Jeff
Sturgeon rounds out a trio of Bears
averaging in double figures with 10.5
points per game_

Athletes benefitfrom
Richardson plan
John Took.
Staff Writer
The UMO athletic program could
receive a boost if the University of
Maine Board of Trustees supports a
proposal from one of its members.
Harrison Richardson has drawn up a
plan which calls for the operating
funds of the athletic department to be
paid for out of the Educational and
General Fund of the University. This
would free money earned from
basketball, hockey and football to be
used for athletic scholarships.
The proposal is expected to be made
at the next trustees meeting.
Richardson reportedly has said he
does nor want athletics to overshadow
academics at UMO.
Athletic department officials said
they were optimistic Wednesday
about the Richardson proposal.
"I feel it's a very positive approach
to a problem we've had t,ir a long

time,
said Harold Westerman,
director of physical education and
athletics.
The athletic director described the
Richardson plan as a "move toward
comparable programs with our opponents, without hurting academics."
Ron Rogerson, head football coach,
said. "I totally support Harry Richardson. I feel he is going in the right
direction."
Rogerson said the football scholarships at UMO are about a third of the
number at other Yankee Conference
schools. He said Connecticut. Boston
University and Rhode Island have 75
scholarships.
If the trustees act on the proposal.
Rogerson said, the football program
could "surge" ahead toward becoming more competitive.
"I'm glad there are guys like Harry
Richardson who are willing to step
forward and get the ball rolling,"

ST1LTDENT
CREDIT UNION
41.G.ILtn Bite

MEMBERS
Great Moments In UMO Sports

Annual meeting will be held

Twenty-five years ago on Feb. 25. 1957, the
University of Maine ski team ran up a total of 588.90
points to capture first place in the Intercollegiate
State Ski Meet held at Sugarloaf Mountain. Elliot
Lang paced the Bears with first place in the jumping,
second in the slalom, fourth in the downhill and sixth
in the cross-country.

March 2, Tuesday at 7;00 pm.
in 110 Little Hall.

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS

Nominations for new officers

Track. Feb. 27-28 Neu Englands
Basketball- Feb. 27. Niagara 7:30
Hockey. Feb. 27. Neu Hampshire
7:00 p.m.

will be taken.
Each member is entitled to vote

H,

This is your meeting!
We would appreciate
your attendance

7Millertime
Haffenreffer Beverage Co, Brewer
5

I
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Listening and caring are the keys
Sue hasn't been enjoying her
courses and is seriously thinking of
taking a year off from college to
explore other avenues of adventure and
life. She has not spoken to anyone of
her intentions and decides to bounce
her ideas off her roommate Betsy.
"Betsy, I've wanted to talk to you
about something that's been on my
mind lately
I want to take next year
off."
She paused, waiting for her
roommate to look up from the
newspaper. She didn't. "I've given it
lots of thought, but I needed someone
to talk to about it."
At this, Betsy looked up. "Drop
out
What're you crazy? You only
have two years to go. Stay and get
your degree so I won't have to find a
new roommate. Besides, your folks
would disinherit you." Looking back
to the paper, Betsy laughed at a comic.
"But Betsy, I'm serious. I'm feeling
so uncertain about why I'm here. Do I
want a degree in Basket Weaving
Technology? I think I need time off to
decide and find myself.
I'm
confused."
Sue looked at her
roommate intently.
"Ah
you're just
bummed
because your professor didn't like your

class project on Easter basket
construction....Hey don't worry about
it, Easter Bunnies can't tell a good
from a bad basket. You're worrying
for
nothing...Ha,Ha...get
it,
weaving/reading..."
You think I'm just kidding, don't
you," Sue asked, hurt. "But my
feelings...I guess I just need to work it
out alone."
"I'll say you do. You must have
better things to do than worrying about
running away from school. It's a mean
world out there - you'd be eaten alive.
Enjoy this resort while you can.. best
years of your life, they say. Besides,
you don't want everyone to think of
you as a quitter, do you? No, you
don't....Hey, listen, let's go to the
Den. The walk will do you good."
Sue sighed. She felt more confused
and frustrated than ever.
What happened? Communication
failed, or rather, never really started.
Betsy's obvious lack of concern over
and respect of Sue's feelings blocked
the communication channels and
allowed her to throw away an ideal
opportunity to get to know her
roommate better, by helping her to
explore a problem. Instead, Betsy

blocked communication by behaving in
such a way as to prevent meaningful
expression and exploration of thoughts
and feelings.
Sue unfortunately, seems to be very
effective in her use of communication
stoppers. In just five short minutes she
has:
DIRECTED — told someone what to
do;
WARNED — pointed out dire
consequence of actions;
PERSUADED — tried to change
someone's beliefs or feelings;
ADVISED — provided someone with
an answer to their problem;
CRITICIZED — made negative
interpretations of a person's behavior;
SYMPATHIZED — tried to talk
someone out of their feelings;
DIAGNOSED — analyzed another's
behavior - "figure them out";
DIVER TED — changed the subject;
KIDDED — avoided discussing a
problem by making a joke of it.
Perhaps the most important in
effective communication is the ability
to listen to what another is saying, in
an emphatic, caring, non-judgmental
way. Hear what another is saying, and

respond to that person in such a way as
as not to force your own ideas and
beliefs onto that person. Try and see
where that person is coming
from; his/her beliefs and perceptions
may not be the same as your own check it out.
Essential to open communication is
your ability to clearly show another
that you're interested in what the other
is saying, thinking and feeling. This
may be conveyed by good attending
(look him/her in the eye - comfortably,
not staring; assume a relaxed body
position and minimize unnecessary
distractions - eg. radio, T.V., yo-yo's
mc; and show that you're following
what's being said verbally, as well as
non-verbally, with nods and/or
nonthreatening questions.
Don't
interrupt a topic jump.)
If you'd like to learn more on
communication skills, or other
personal growth topics (power of
positive thinking, assertiveness
training, peer pressure, coping with
stress and others), contact Dave Lee or
Dave Prichard at the SHOP., 123
Hancock Hall, or call 581-2147.

Students care about the homes they live in
A subject that's often bothered me
since I've come to college is one
concerning the reasons why many
students show such little concern and
respect
for
their
dormitory
surroundings. It seems to me that the
minute these individuals leave the
comfort and security of their
permanent residence and eagerly arrive
at their new type of housing, they tend
to forget many of the values and
consideration factors taught them by
their parents. The common concensus
is, "I pay to live in this place.
therefore, I can do what I want. It's
my right!"
If only these people

would think about what they are
saying. They would see the fallacies
and ignorance in their thinking
processes. Don't students realize that
it's a privilege to live in a dorm? No
one bound, gagged and forced them to
stay where they've obviously chosen to.
If these students aren't content with
their living situations, why don't they
move out and find an alternate housing
that would better serve their "riotous"
needs? I take offense at those who use
and abuse the furniture, equipment
and facilities within a particular dorm
for no apparent reason other than to
release aggression or have some

"harmless" fun. Just because they
care very little about where they live or
what conditions the place is in when
they leave, doesn't give them the right
or authority for those of us who do.
I take pride in my dorm and pay
handsomely to live there. Although
it's not the "Hotel Ritz," it's
nonetheless my home for seven months
a year. Many people have worked and
sweat to erect these buildings for the
benefit of student housing, and much
is done on the maintenance end for our
comfort.
What gives some
inconsiderate few the right to destroy
or deface the property of those who
cared enough to construct it in the first
place?
It makes me furious when I see
individuals spitting on floors, marking
up the walls, breaking windows or any
other range of destructive behaviors.
i's my home as much as theirs, and I
refuse to stand there and watch it fall

to ruin, because some think it "not
worthy to live in." Weren't we all
taught to value our personal
possessions and our home? Why then,
can't we do it here? there is little
difference if you think about it.
I know there will always be those
ignorant few who have little dorm
respect - much less self-respect, but if
we who care about our part-time
home, could put a stop to some of this
abuse, perhaps the dorm could be a
much warmer, comfortable and more
attractive place to live. I for one, will
continue to work in this behalf
because I was taught respect and
consideration long before I came to
college. It makes me wonder how soon
some lose their values and sense of
reason when apart from their parents
and so-called "real homes."
Signed,
A Student Who Cares

WENT FOR VEGIE.LINE
AT WELLS COMMONS
March 1.5
Wonda

Spanokopita

Tuesda y

Lasagna

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Baked Stuffed Mushrooms
Fettucini w, Spinach
Noodles

Ricotta Crepes

EURIani Sicilian

stsdos-Cheese Enchila- Maverick Chili/cashews/
T
da
°s
Mexican Corn Bread

PDeep
izza

Chicago Style

Spaghetti/Fresh
rooms

Mush-

